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THE QUEEN’S SPEECH AT THE DINNER GIVEN BY THE PRIME

MINISTER AND MRS. LEE KUAN YEW AT PENTHOUSE NEGARA,

SINGAPORE, 19TH FEBRUARY, 1972

Mr. Prime Minister,

Thank you for your kind words and for the generous hospitality with which

you have entertained us this evening.

We have had two very full and thoroughly interesting days here and all

three of us have been deeply impressed by everything we have seen.

To be a modern, thriving and humane community demands great variety of

talents and effort.  We have seen something of the care for the life of the people

in the housing estate at Toa Payoh.  We have visited schools and universities

without which no community can hope to prosper and develop.  We have seen

the remarkable industrial development at Jurong.

At the Armed Forces Training Establishment we have seen the expression

of that essential factor in every successful community, the will to defend itself.
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It is impossible to miss the signs of commercial and industrial activity

which alone can generate the prosperity necessary to sustain the struggle towards

a better life.  We have also been delighted to see that this better life is interpreted

in its widest sense and to include the control of pollution, the conservation of

nature, and the opportunity to express all that is best in man through every kind

of cultural and artistic activity.

All these things are only the outward display of the administrative,

commercial and humanitarian energies and the competence of the people of

Singapore.  These are the people, Mr. Prime Minister, whom you have led and

inspired through the last decade of dramatic development.  Singapore today

would do credit to the most advanced and homogeneous community anywhere in

the world.  That this has been achieved in a mutli-racial and multi-religious

community speaks volumes for the good sense, tolerance and patriotism of all the

communities and their leaders in the island.  It has been a privilege and a pleasure

to witness these things.  Singapore is a story of success and you have done more

than anyone to write it.

Mr. Prime Minister, I am most grateful for the smooth efficiency of the

complicated arrangements made for this visit, and finally I would like you all to
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know how deeply touched I have been by the warm and generous welcome given

to me by so many people.

And now, before you take us on your personally conducted tour of

Singapore at night, I raise my glass to the President, and to you our host this

evening, and to your family, and wish you all health, happiness and success.

-------------


